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Abstract

We present Qualitative Randomized CTL (QRCTL), a
qualitative version of pCTL, for specifying properties of
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs).QRCTL formulas can
express the fact that certain temporal properties hold with
probability 0 or 1, but they do not distinguish other proba-
bilities values.

We present a symbolic, polynomial time model-checking
algorithm forQRCTL on MDPs. Then, we study the equiva-
lence relation induced byQRCTL, calledqualitative equiv-
alence. We show that for finitealternatingMDPs, where
nondeterministic and probabilistic choice occur in differ-
ent states, qualitative equivalence coincides with alter-
nating bisimulation, and can thus be computed via effi-
cient partition-refinement algorithms. Surprisingly, there-
sult does not hold fornon-alternatingMDPs. Indeed, we
show that no local partition refinement algorithm can com-
pute qualitative equivalence on non-alternating MDPs. Fi-
nally, we considerQRCTL∗, that is the “star extension” of
QRCTL. We show thatQRCTL and QRCTL∗ induce the
same qualitative equivalence on alternating MDPs, while
on non-alternating MDPs, the equivalence arising from
QRCTL∗ can be strictly finer. We also provide a full charac-
terization of the relation between qualitative equivalence,
bisimulation, and alternating bisimulation, according to
whether the MDPs are finite, and to whether their transi-
tion relations are finite-branching.

1 Introduction

Markov decision processes (MDPs) provide a model for
systems exhibiting both probabilistic and nondeterministic
behavior. MDPs were originally introduced to model and
solve control problems for stochastic systems: there, nonde-
terminism represented the freedom in the choice of control
action, while the probabilistic component of the behavior
described the system’s response to the control action [6].

MDPs were later adopted as models for concurrent proba-
bilistic systems, probabilistic systems operating in openen-
vironments [25], and under-specified probabilistic systems
[8, 12].

Given an MDP and a property of interest, we can ask two
kinds of verification questions:quantitativeandqualitative
questions. Quantitative questions relate to the numerical
value of the probability with which the property holds in
the system; qualitative questions ask whether the property
holds with probability 0 or 1. Example of quantitative ques-
tions include the computation of the maximal and minimal
probabilities with which the MDP satisfies a safety, reacha-
bility, or in general,ω-regular property [8]; the correspond-
ing qualitative questions asks whether said properties hold
with probability 0 or 1.

While much recent work on probabilistic verification has
focused on answering quantitative questions, the interestin
qualitatitive verification questions predates the one in quan-
titative ones. Answering qualitative questions about MDPs
is useful in a wide range of applications. In the analy-
sis of randomized algorithms, it is natural to require that
the correct behavior arises with probability 1, and not just
with probability at leastp for somep < 1. For instance,
when analyzing a randomized embedded scheduler, we are
interested in whether every thread progresses with proba-
bility 1 [13]. Such a qualitative question is much easier to
study, and to justify, than its quantitative version; indeed,
if we asked for a lower boundp < 1 for the probability
of progress, the choice ofp would need to be justified by
an analysis of how much failure probability is acceptable
in the final system, an analysis that is generally not easy to
accomplish. For the same reason, the correctness of ran-
domized disributed algorithms is often established with re-
spect to qualitative, rather than quantitative, criteria (see,
e.g., [24, 21, 28]). Furthermore, since qualitative answers
can generally be computed more efficiently than quantita-
tive ones, they are often used as a useful pre-processing
step. For instance, when computing the maximal proba-
bility of reaching a set of target statesT , it is convenient to
first pre-compute the set of statesT1 ⊇ T that can reachT



with probability 1, and then, compute the maximal probabil-
ity of reachingT : this reduces the number of states where
the quantitative question needs to be answered, and leads
to more efficient algorithms [16]. Lastly, we remark that
qualitative answers, unlike quantitative ones, are more ro-
bust to perturbations in the numerical values of transition
probabilities in the MDP. Thus, whenever a system can be
modeled only within some approximation, qualitative veri-
fication questions yield information about the system that is
more robust with respect to modeling errors, and in many
ways, more basic in nature.

In this paper, we provide logics for the specification of
qualitative properties of Markov decision processes, along
with model-checking algorithms for such logics, and we
study the equivalence relations arising from such logics.
Our starting point for the logics is provided by the prob-
abilistic logics pCTL and pCTL* [19, 4, 8]. These logics
are able to express bounds on the probability of events: the
logic pCTL is derived from CTL by adding to its path quan-
tifiers ∀ (“for all paths”) and∃ (“for at least one path”) a
probabilistic quantifier P. For a boundq ∈ [0, 1], an in-
equality⊲⊳∈ {<,≤,≥, >}, and a path formulaϕ, the pCTL
formula P⊲⊳qϕ holds at a state if the path formulaϕ holds
from that state with probability⊲⊳ q. The logic pCTL* is
similarly derived from CTL*. In order to obtain logics for
qualitative properties, we consider the subsets of pCTL and
pCTL* where∀, ∃ have been dropped, and where the bound
q against which probabilities are compared can assume only
the two values 0, 1. We call the resulting logics QRCTL and
QRCTL∗, for Qualitative RandomizedCTL and CTL*. The
logic QRCTL induces a relation over the state-space of an
MDP: we writes ≈>0 t if the statess, t satisfy the same
QRCTL formulas; similarly, QRCTL∗ induces the relation
≈>0

∗ . Informally,s ≈>0 t holds if the set of properties that
hold with probability 0, positive, and 1, ats andt coincide.

We provide symbolic model-checking algorithms for
the logic QRCTL; these algorithms can be easily extended
to QRCTL∗, since in MDPs the verification of general
temporal-logic properties can be reduced to reachability
questions [11, 12]. As usual, the model-checking algo-
rithms for QRCTL proceed by induction on the structure of a
formula. The cases for some of the operators are known; for
others, we give new algorithms, completing the picture of
the symbolic algorithms required for QRCTL model check-
ing.

We then proceed to study the equivalence relations that
arise from QRCTL. For two statess andt of an MDP, we
write s ≈>0 t if the statess, t satisfy the same QRCTL for-
mulas; similarly, QRCTL∗ induces the relation≈>0

∗ . Infor-
mally, s ≈>0 t holds if the set of properties that hold with
probability 0, positive, and 1, ats and t coincide. These
relations are thus strictly coarser than standard probabilistic
bisimulation [26], which relates states only when the pre-

cise probability values coincide. Other works ([18]) have
introduceddistanceswhich quantify the difference in the
probabilistic behavior of two MDPs. When the distance be-
tweens andt is zero,s andt are probabilistically bisimilar,
and so they are also qualitatively bisimilar. Aside from that,
the distance between two states is in general unrelated to the
states being qualitatively equivalent or not.

The appeal of the relations≈>0 and≈>0
∗ lies in their

ability to relate implementations and specifications in a
qualitative way, abstracting away from precise probabil-
ity values. The relations, and their asymmetrical counter-
parts related to simulation, are particularly well-suitedto
the study of refinement and implementation of randomized
algorithms, where the properties to be preserved are most
often probability-1 properties. For instance, when imple-
menting a randomized thread scheduler [13], the imple-
mentation needs to guarantee that each thread is scheduled
infinitely often with probability 1; it is not important that
the implementation realizes exactly the same probability of
scheduling each thread as the specification. Our qualita-
tive relations can also be used as a help to analyze quali-
tative properties of systems, similarly to how bisimulation
reductions can help in verification. Given a system, the re-
lations enable the construction of a minimized, qualitatively
equivalent system, on which all qualitative questions about
the original system can be answered. We will show that
our qualitative equivalences are computable by efficient dis-
crete graph-theoretic algorithms that do not refer to numer-
ical computation.

We distinguish betweenalternatingMDPs, where prob-
abilistic and nondeterministic choices occur at different
states, from the general case ofnon-alternatingMDPs,
where both choices can occur at the same state. Our first
result is that on finite, alternating MDPs, the relation≈>0

coincides with alternating bisimulation [2] on the MDP re-
garded as a two-player game of probability vs. nondeter-
minism. This result enables the computation of≈>0 via the
efficient partition-refinement algorithms developed for al-
ternating bisimulation. We show that the correspondence
between≈>0 and alternating bisimulation breaks down
both for infinite MDPs, and for finite, but non-alternating,
MDPs. Indeed, we show that on non-alternating MDPs,
the relation≈>0 cannot be computed by any partition-
refinement algorithm that islocal, in the sense that parti-
tions are refined by looking only at 1-neighbourhoods of
states (the classical partition-refinement algorithms forsim-
ulation and bisimulation are local). These results are sur-
prising. One is tempted to consider alternating and non-
alternating MDPs as equivalent, since an non-alternating
MDP can be translated into an alternating one by splitting
its states into multiple alternating ones. The difference be-
tween the alternating and non-alternating models was al-
ready noted in [27] for strong and weak “precise” simula-
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tion, and in [5] for axiomatizations. Our results indicate that
the difference between the alternating and non-alternating
model is even more marked for≈>0, which is a local rela-
tion on alternating models, and a non-local relation in non-
alternating ones.

More surprises follow when examining the roles of the
(“next”) and U (“until”) operators, and the distinction be-
tween QRCTL and QRCTL∗. For CTL, it is known that the

operator alone suffices to characterize bisimulation; the
U operator does not add distinguishing power. The same is
true for QRCTL on finite, alternating MDPs. On the other
hand, we show that for non-alternating, or infinite, MDPs,
U adds distinguishing power to the logic. Similarly, the re-
lations induced by QRCTL and QRCTL∗ coincide on finite,
alternating MDPs, but QRCTL∗ has greater distinguishing
power, and induces thus finer relations, on non-alternating
or infinite MDPs.

In summary, we establish that on finite, alternating
MDPs, qualitative equivalence can be computed efficiently,
and enjoys many canonical properties. We also show that
the situation becomes more complex as soon as infinite or
non-alternating MDPs are considered. In all cases, we pro-
vide sharp boundaries for the classes of MDPs on which
our statements apply, distinguishing also between finitely
and infinitely-branching MDPs. Our results also indicate
how the distinction between alternating and non-alternating
MDPs, while often overlooked, is in fact of great impor-
tance where the logical properties of the MDPs are con-
cerned.

2 Definitions

2.1 Markov Decision Processes

A probability distribution on a countable setX is a function
f : X 7→ [0, 1] such that

∑

x∈X f(x) = 1; we denote the
set of al probability distributions onX by D(X). Given
f ∈ D(X), we letSupp(f) = {x ∈ X | f(x) > 0} to
be the support off . We consider a fixed setAP of atomic
propositions, which includes the distinguished proposition
turn. Given a setS, we denoteS+ (respectivelySω) the set
of finite (resp. infinite) sequences of elements ofS.

A Markov decision process(MDP) G = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·])
consists of the following components:

• a countable set of statesS;

• a finite set of actionsA;

• an action assignmentΓ : S 7→ 2A \ ∅, which associates
with each states ∈ S the setΓ(s) of actions that can
be chosen ats;

• a transition functionδ : S × A 7→ D(S), which asso-
ciates with each states and actiona a next-state prob-
ability distributionδ(s, a);

• a labeling function[·] : S 7→ 2AP , which labels all
s ∈ S with the set[s] of atomic propositions true ats.

Fors ∈ S anda ∈ Γ(s), we letDest(s, a) = Supp(δ(s, a))
be the set of possible destinations when the actiona is cho-
sen at the states. The MDPG is finite if the state space
S is finite, and it isfinitely-branchingif for all s ∈ S
and a ∈ Γ(s), the setDest(s, a) is finite. A play or
path is an infinite sequence~ω = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 ∈ Sω of
states of the MDP. Fors ∈ S andq ∈ AP , we say that
s is a q-state iff q ∈ [s]. We define anedge relation
E = {(s, t) ∈ S × S | ∃a ∈ Γ(s) . t ∈ Dest(s, a)};
for s ∈ S, we letE(s) = {t | (s, t) ∈ E}. An MDPG is
a Markov chainif |Γ(s)| = 1 for all s ∈ S; in this case, for
all s, t ∈ S we write δ(s)(t) rather thanδ(s, a)(t) for the
uniquea ∈ Γ(s).

Interpretations.We interpret an MDP in two distinct ways:
as a11/2-player game, and as a 2-player game. In the11/2-
player interpretation, probabilistic choice is resolved prob-
abilistically: at a states ∈ S, player 1 chooses an action
a ∈ Γ(s), and the MDP moves to the successor statet ∈ S
with probability δ(s, a)(t). In the 2-player interpretation,
we regard probabilistic choice as adversarial, and we treat
the MDP as a game between player 1 and playerp: at a state
s, player 1 chooses an actiona ∈ Γ(s), and playerp chooses
a destinationt ∈ Dest(s, a). The11/2-player interpretation
is the classical one [17]. The 2-player interpretation willbe
used to relate the qualitative equivalence relations for the
MDP, with the alternating relations of [2], and thereby de-
rive algorithms for computing the qualitative equivalence
relations.

Strategies.A player-1 strategyis a functionσ : S+ 7→
D(A) that prescribes the probability distributionσ(~w) over
actions to be played, given the past sequence~w ∈ S+ of
states visited in the play. We require that ifa ∈ Supp(σ(~w ·
s)), thena ∈ Γ(s) for all a ∈ A, s ∈ S, and ~w ∈ S∗. We
denote byΣ the set of all player-1 strategies.

A player-p strategy is a functionπ : S+ × A 7→
D(S). The strategy must be such that, for alls ∈ S,
~w ∈ S∗, anda ∈ Γ(s), we have thatSupp(π(~w · s, a)) ⊆
Supp(δ(s, a)). Playerp follows the strategyπ if, when-
ever player 1 chooses movea after a history of play~w, she
chooses the destination state with probability distribution
π(~w, a). Thus, in the 2-player interpretation, nondetermin-
ism plays first, and probability second. We denote byΠ the
set of all player-p strategies.

The 2-player interpretation.In the 2-player interpretation,
once a starting states ∈ S and two strategiesσ ∈ Σ and
π ∈ Π have been chosen, the game is reduced to an ordinary
stochastic process, and it is possible to define the probabili-
ties ofevents,where aneventA ⊆ Sω is a measurable set of
paths. We denote the probability of eventA, starting from
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s ∈ S, under strategiesσ ∈ Σ andπ ∈ Π by Prσ,π
s (A).

Given s ∈ S andσ ∈ Σ, π ∈ Π, a play〈s0, s1, . . .〉 is
feasibleif for every k ∈ N, there isa ∈ Γ(sk) such that
σ(s0, s1, . . . , sk)(a) > 0 andπ(s0, s1, . . . , sk, a)(sk+1) >
0. We denote byOutc(s, σ, π) ⊆ Sω the set of feasible
plays that start froms given strategiesσ andπ.

The11/2-player interpretation.In the11/2-player interpre-
tation, we fix for playerp the strategyπ∗ that chooses the
next state with the distribution prescribed byδ. Precisely,
for all ~w ∈ S∗, s ∈ S, anda ∈ Γ(s), we letπ∗(~w · s, a) =
δ(s, a). We then writePrσ

s (A) and Outc(s, σ) instead
of Prσ,π∗

s (A) and Outc(s, σ, π∗), respectively, to under-
line the fact that these probabilities and set of outcomes
are functions only of the initial state and of the strategy of
player 1.

Alternating MDPs. An alternating MDP (AMDP) is an
MDP G = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·]) along with a partition(S1, Sp)
of S such that:

1. If s ∈ S1, thenturn ∈ [s] and, for alla ∈ Γ(s), there
is t ∈ S such thatδ(s, a)(t) = 1.

2. If s ∈ Sp, thenturn 6∈ [s] and|Γ(s)| = 1.

The states inS1 are the player-1, ornondeterministicstates,
and the states inSp are the player-p, or probabilisticstates.
The predicateturn ensures that the MDP isvisibly alternat-
ing: the difference between player-1 and player-p states is
obvious to the players, and we want it to be obvious to the
logic too. Alternating MDPs can be represented more suc-
cinctly (and more intuitively) by providing, along with the
partition(S1, Sp) of S, the edge relationE ⊆ S × S, and a
probabilistic transition functioñδ : SP 7→ D(S). The prob-
abilistic transition function is defined, fors ∈ Sp, t ∈ S,
anda ∈ Γ(s), by δ̃(s)(t) = δ(s, a)(t). A non-alternating
MDP is a general (alternating or not) MDP.

We represent MDPs by graphs: vertices correspond to
nodes, and each actiona from a states is drawn as a hyper-
edge froms to Dest(s, a).

2.2 Logics

We consider two logics for the specification of MDP prop-
erties. The first, QRCTL∗, is a logic that capturesqualitative
properties of MDPs, and is a qualitative version of pCTL*
[19, 4, 8]. The logic is defined with respect to the classical,
11/2-player semantics of MDPs. The second logic, ATL∗, is
a game logic defined with respect to the 2-player semantics
of MDPs as in [1].

Syntax.The syntax of both logics is given by defining the
set ofpath formulasΦ andstate formulasΨ via the follow-
ing inductive clauses:

Φ ::= Ψ | Φ ∨ Φ | ¬Φ | ©Φ | ΦUΦ | ΦWΦ;
Ψ ::= q | ¬Ψ | Ψ1 ∨ Ψ2 | PQ(Φ) | tt.

whereq ∈ AP is an atomic proposition;tt is the boolean
constant with value true, andPQ is apath quantifier.The
operatorsU , W and© are temporal operators. The logics
ATL∗ and QRCTL∗ differ in the path quantifiers:

• The path quantifiers in QRCTL∗ are:∃all , ∀all , ∃some ,
∀some , ∃1 , ∀1 , ∃>0 and∀>0.

• The path quantifiers in ATL∗ are:
〈〈1〉〉, 〈〈p〉〉, 〈〈1, p〉〉, 〈〈∅〉〉.

The fragments ATL of ATL∗ and QRCTL of QRCTL∗ con-
sists of formulas where every temporal operator is imme-
diately preceded by a path quantifier. In the following,
when we refer to a “formula” of a logic, without specify-
ing whether it is a state or path formula, we always mean a
state formula. As usual, we define2ϕ and3ϕ to be abbre-
viations forϕW(¬tt) andttUϕ, respectively.

Semantics. For a play~ω = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 we denote by
~ω[i] the play starting from thei-th state of~ω, i.e., ~ω[i] =
〈si, si+1, . . .〉. The semantics for atomic propositions and
boolean connectives of formulas are the standard ones. The
semantics for the path formulas is defined as follows, for
path formulasϕ, ϕ1, ϕ2:

~ω |= ©ϕ iff ~ω[1] |= ϕ

~ω |= ϕ1 Uϕ2 iff ∃j ∈ N. ~ω[j] |= ϕ2 and

∀0 ≤ i < j. ~ω[i] |= ϕ1

~ω |= ϕ1Wϕ2 iff ∀j ∈ N. ~ω[j] |= ϕ1 or
(

∃j ∈ N. ~ω[j] |= ϕ2

and∀0 ≤ i ≤ j. ~ω[i] |= ϕ1

)

.

Notice that it holds¬(ϕ1 Uϕ2) ≡ (¬ϕ2)W(¬ϕ1).
Given a path formulaϕ we denote by[[ϕ]] = {~ω | ~ω |= ϕ}
the set of plays that satisfyϕ. The semantics of the path
quantifiers of ATL∗ and QRCTL∗ is defined as follows:

s |= ∃all (ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ. Outc(s, σ) ⊆ [[ϕ]]
s |= ∀all (ϕ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ. Outc(s, σ) ⊆ [[ϕ]]

s |= ∃1 (ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ. Prσ
s ([[ϕ]]) = 1

s |= ∀1 (ϕ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ. Prσ
s ([[ϕ]]) = 1

s |= ∃>0(ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ. Prσ
s ([[ϕ]]) > 0

s |= ∀>0(ϕ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ. Prσ
s ([[ϕ]]) > 0

s |= ∃some(ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ. Outc(s, σ) ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅
s |= ∀some(ϕ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ. Outc(s, σ) ∩ [[ϕ]] 6= ∅

s |= 〈〈1〉〉(ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ.∀π ∈ Π.Outc(s, σ, π) ⊆ [[ϕ]]
s |= 〈〈p〉〉(ϕ) iff ∃π ∈ Π.∀σ ∈ Σ.Outc(s, σ, π) ⊆ [[ϕ]]
s |= 〈〈1, p〉〉(ϕ) iff ∃σ ∈ Σ.∃π ∈ Π.Outc(s, σ, π) ⊆ [[ϕ]]
s |= 〈〈∅〉〉(ϕ) iff ∀σ ∈ Σ.∀π ∈ Π.Outc(s, σ, π) ⊆ [[ϕ]].

Given an ATL∗ or QRCTL∗ formulaϕ and an MDPG =
(S,A,Γ, δ, [·]), we denote by[[ϕ]]G = {s ∈ S | s |= ϕ}
the set of states that satisfyϕ, and we omit the subscript
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G when obvious from the context. For all statess and all
formulasϕ of QRCTL, the following dualities hold:

s |= ∃all (ϕ) iff s |= ¬(∀some(¬ϕ))

s |= ∃some(ϕ) iff s |= ¬(∀all (¬ϕ))

s |= ∃>0(ϕ) iff s |= ¬(∀1 (¬ϕ))

s |= ∃1 (ϕ) iff s |= ¬(∀>0(¬ϕ)).

(1)

2.3 Equivalence Relations

Given an MDPG = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·]), we consider the equiv-
alence relations induced over its state space by various syn-
tactic subsets of the logics QRCTL and ATL. Define the
following fragments of QRCTL:

• QRCTL>0 is the syntactic fragment of QRCTL contain-
ing only the path quantifiers∃>0 and∀>0;

• QRCTLall is the syntactic fragment of QRCTL contain-
ing only the path quantifiers∃all and∀all .

Note that, because of the dualities (1), we do not need to
consider the fragments for∀all , ∃all , ∀some , ∃some . The
relations induced by QRCTL>0 and QRCTLall provide us
with a notion ofqualitativeequivalence between states.

≈>0 = {(s, s′)∈S×S | ∀ψ ∈ QRCTL>0, s |= ψ iff s′ |= ψ}

≈all = {(s, s′)∈S×S | ∀ψ ∈ QRCTLall , s |= ψ iff s′ |= ψ}.

We denote by≈>0, be the equivalence relation defined
by QRCTL>0, with © as the only temporal operator. We
also define the equivalences≈>0

∗ and≈all
∗ as the QRCTL∗-

version of≈>0 and≈all , respectively.
The syntactic subset of ATL which uses only the path

quantifiers〈〈1, p〉〉 and 〈〈∅〉〉 induces the usual notion of
bisimulation [23]: indeed, the quantifier〈〈1, p〉〉 corresponds
to the quantifier∃ of CTL [10]. The syntactic subset of ATL

which uses only the path quantifiers〈〈1〉〉 and〈〈p〉〉 induces
alternating bisimulation[2]: in fact, the quantifiers〈〈1〉〉 and
〈〈p〉〉 directly correspond to the player-1 and player-p quan-
tifiers of ATL [1].

≈1p = {(s, s′) ∈ S × S | for all ATL formulasψ with

〈〈1, p〉〉, 〈〈∅〉〉 as path quantifiers,s |= ψ iff s′ |= ψ}.

≈1 = {(s, s′) ∈ S × S | for all ATL formulasψ with

〈〈1〉〉, 〈〈p〉〉 as path quantifiers,s |= ϕ iff s′ |= ϕ}.

≈1,1p = {(s, s′) ∈ S × S | for all ATL formulasψ,

s |= ϕ iff s′ |= ϕ}.

The relations≈1p,≈1, and≈1,1p can be computed via well-
known partition-refinement algorithms [23, 2].

Figure 1 (respectively Figure 2) summarizes the re-
lationships between different equivalence relations on

≈1,1p

≈
©,>0

≈
>0

≈
all

≈1

≈
>0
∗

finite finite

finite branching

finite

≈1p

Figure 1. Relationship between equivalence rela-
tions for AMDPs.

≈1,1p

≈
©,>0

≈
>0

≈1

≈
>0
∗

finite branching

≈
all

≈1p

Figure 2. Relationship between equivalence rela-
tions for MDPs.

alternating-based MDPs (resp. general MDPs) that we will
show in this paper. An arrow from relationA to relationB
indicates thatA impliesB, i.e. thatA is finer thanB.

3 Model CheckingQRCTL

In order to characterize the equivalence relations for
QRCTL, it is useful to present first the algorithms for
QRCTL model checking. As usual, we present only the
algorithms for formulas containing one path quantifier, as
nested formulas can be model-checked by recursively it-
erating the algorithms. As a consequence of dualities (1),
we need to provide algorithms only for the operators∃ ,
∃U , and∃W , and for the modalitiesall , 1 ,> 0, andsome.
The algorithms use the following predecessor operators, for
X,Y ⊆ S:

Pre(X) = {s ∈ S | ∃a ∈ Γ(s) . Dest(s, a) ∩X 6= ∅}

Cpre(X) = {s ∈ S | ∃a ∈ Γ(s) . Dest(s, a) ⊆ X}

Apre(Y,X) = {s ∈ S | ∃a ∈ Γ(s) . Dest(s, a) ⊆ Y ∧

Dest(s, a) ∩X 6= ∅}.

The operatorsPre and Cpre are classical; the operator
Apre is from [14]. We write the algorithms inµ-calculus
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notation [20]. Given an MDPG = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·]), the
interpretation[[ψ]] of a µ-calculus formulaϕ is a subset
of states; For a propositional symbolq ∈ AP , we have
[[q]] = {s ∈ S | q ∈ [s]} and[[¬q]] = {s ∈ S | q 6∈ [s]}.
The following result directly leads to model-checking algo-
rithms for QRCTL.

Theorem 1 For atomic propositionsq and r, and for all
MDPs, the following equalities hold:

[[∃all q]] = [[∃1 q]] = Cpre([[q]]) (2)

[[∃>0 q]] = [[∃some q]] = Pre([[q]]) (3)

[[∃allq Ur]] = µX.([[r]] ∪ ([[q]] ∩ Cpre(X))) (4)

[[∃>0q Ur]] = [[∃someq Ur]] = µX.([[r]] ∪ ([[q]] ∩ Pre(X)))
(5)

[[∃allqWr]] = [[∃1 qWr]] = νY.([[r]] ∪ ([[q]] ∩ Cpre(Y )))
(6)

[[∃someqWr]] = νY.([[r]] ∪ ([[q]] ∩ Pre(Y ))) (7)

If the MDP is finite, the following equalities also hold:

[[∃1 q Ur]] = νY . µX . ([[r]] ∪ ([[q]] ∩ Apre(Y,X))) (8)

[[∃>0qWr]] = [[∃>0q U(r ∨ ∃all
2q)]]. (9)

Proof. The formulas for the∃all modality are derived
by noting that, since the formula must hold forall resolu-
tions of probabilistic choice, the model-checking problem
is equivalent to a game problem, where nondeterminism
plays against probability. Formula (5) follows by noting
thats |= ∃>0q Ur iff there is a path in(S,E) from s to a
r-state, and all states of the path, except possibly the last,
areq-states. Formula (8) is from [14]. Formula (6) follow
by adapting the classical formulas for2q to qWr. Formula
(9) can be understood as follows. Aclosed componentis
a subset of statesT ⊆ S such that, for alls ∈ T , there
is at least onea ∈ Γ(s) such thatDest(s, a) ⊆ T . Using
the relationqWr ≡ (q Ur) ∨ 2q [22], we have fors ∈ S
that s |= ∃>0qWr iff (i) s |= ∃>0q Ur, or (ii) there is a
closed componentT composed only ofq-states, and a path
s0, s1, . . . , sn in (S,E) composed ofq-states, withs0 = s
andsn ∈ T (see, e.g., [12]). The formula (9) encodes the
disjunctions (i) and (ii).

Note that, even though (9) is not aµ-calculus formula, it can
be readily translated intoµ-calculus via (5) and (6). Also
observe theµ-calculus formulas corresponding to QRCTL

are either alternation free or contain one quantifier alterna-
tion between theµ andν operator. Thus, from the complex-
ity of evaluatingµ-calculus formulas we obtain the follow-
ing result.

Theorem 2 Given a finite MDPG = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·]) and a
QRCTL formulaΦ, the set[[Φ]]G can be computed inO(|S| ·
|δ| · ℓ) time, where|δ| =

∑

s∈S

∑

a∈Γ(s) |Dest(s, a)| andℓ
denotes the length ofΦ.

4 Relationship betweenQRCTL and ATL

Equivalences

In this section, we compare the relations induced by QRCTL

and ATL. These comparisons will then be used in Section 5
to derive algorithms to compute≈all and≈>0.

We first compare≈all with the relations induced by ATL.
As a first result, we show that the relations induced by ATL

coincide on alternating MDPs (AMDPs). This result fol-
lows from the fact that the turn is visible to the logic.

Proposition 1 On AMDPs, we have≈1 = ≈1p.

Proof. Since turn is observable (via the truth-value of
the predicateturn), both≈1 and≈1p can relate only states
where the same player (1 orp) can choose the next move.
Based on this observation, the equality of the relations can
be proved straightforwardly by induction.

Corollary 1 On AMDPs, we have≈1,1p = ≈1 = ≈1p.

Another easy result is that≈all and≈1 coincide. This
follows by comparing theµ-calculus formulas of Theorem 1
with the algorithms for ATL model-checking [1]. This en-
ables the computation of≈all via the algorithms for alter-
nating bisimulation [2].

Proposition 2 For all MDPs,≈all = ≈1.

Next, we examine the relationship between≈>0 and
≈1,1p. On finitely-branching MDPs,≈>0 is finer than
≈1,1p; the result cannot be extended to infinitely-branching
MDPs.

Theorem 3 The following assertions hold:

1. On finitely-branching MDPs we have≈>0 ⊆ ≈1,1p.

2. There is an infinitely-branching AMDP on which≈>0

6⊆ ≈1,1p.

Proof. Part 1. For n > 0, we consider then-step ap-
proximation≈n

1,1p of ≈1,1p: if s ≈n
1,1p t, this means that

s and t are (1, 1p)-bisimilar for n steps. In finite MDPs,
we have≈1,1p=≈n

1,1p for n = |S|; in finitely-branching
MDPs, we have≈1,1p= ∩∞

n=0 ≈n
1,1p; and this does not ex-

tend to MDPs that are not finitely-branching. We define
a sequenceΨ0,Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . of sets of formulas such that,
for all s, t ∈ S, we haves ≈n

1,1p t iff s andt satisfy the
same formulas inΨn. To this end, given a finite setΨ of
formulas, we denote with BoolC(Ψ) the set of all formu-
las that consist in disjunctions of conjunctions of formulas
in {ψ,¬ψ | ψ ∈ Ψ}. We assume that each conjunction
(resp. disjunction) in BoolC(Ψ) does not contain repeated
elements, so that from the finiteness ofΨ follows the one of
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BoolC(Ψ). We letΨ0 = BoolC(AP) and, fork ≥ 0, we let
Ψk+1 = BoolC(Ψk ∪ {∃>0 ψ, ∃all ψ | ψ ∈ Ψk}). From
these definitions, it is easy to prove the first assertion

Part 2. Consider a Markov chain with state spaceS =
N ∪ {s, s′}, with only one predicate symbolq, such that
[0] = {q}, and [t] = ∅ for all t ∈ S \ {0}. There is a
transition froms to everyi ∈ N with probability1/2i+1.
There is a transition froms′ to s′ with probability1/2, and
from s′ to everyi ∈ N with probability 1/2i+2. There
is a transition fromi ∈ N with i > 0 to every state in
{j ∈ N | j < i}, with uniform probability. There is a deter-
ministic transition from0 to itself. Since this is a Markov
chain, the two path quantifiers∃ and∀ are equivalent, and
we need only consider formulas of the form∃>0 and∃1 .
By induction on the length of a QRCTL formulaϕ, we can
then show thatϕ cannot distinguish between states in the
set{i ∈ N | i > |ϕ|} ∪ {s, s′}. Hence,s ≈>0 s′. On
the other hand, we haves 6≈1,1p s

′, sinces 6|= 〈〈p〉〉2q and
s′ |= 〈〈p〉〉2q.

To obtain a partial converse of this theorem, we need to re-
late the semantics of QRCTL and ATL. We do this with a
sequence of three lemmas. The first lemma follows by com-
paring the model-checking algorithms given by Theorem 1
with the algorithms for ATL [1].

Lemma 1 For all atomic propositionsq, r, and for all
MDPs, we have:

[[∃all q]] = [[∃1 q]] = [[〈〈1〉〉 q]]

[[∃>0 q]] = [[∃some q]] = [[〈〈1, p〉〉 q]]

[[∃>0q Ur]] = [[∃someq Ur]] = [[〈〈1, p〉〉q Ur]]

[[∃allq Ur]] = [[〈〈1〉〉q Ur]] (10)

[[∃allqWr]] = [[∃1 qWr]] = [[〈〈1〉〉qWr]]

[[∃someqWr]] = [[〈〈1, p〉〉qWr]].

Considering finite MDPs only, from the preceding lemma
together with (9) we obtain the following result.

Lemma 2 For finite MDPs, and for all atomic propositions
q, r, we have

[[∃>0qWr]] = [[〈〈1, p〉〉
(

q U(r ∨ 〈〈1〉〉2q)
)

]]. (11)

For finite MDPs, Lemmas 1 and 2 enable us to translate
into ATL all combinations of path quantifiers and temporal
operators of QRCTL, except for formulas of the type∃1 U .
These latter formulas can be model-checked using theµ-
calculus expression (8): to obtain a translation into ATL,
which will be given in proof of Theorem 4, we first translate
into ATL the operatorApre. To this end, for ATL formulas
ϕ, ψ, define

FApre(ϕ, ψ) = (〈〈1〉〉 ψ) ∨
(

〈〈∅〉〉 ϕ ∧ 〈〈p〉〉 ψ
)

.

Lemma 3 For AMDPs, and for allATL formulasϕ, ψ, we
have[[FApre(ϕ, ψ)]] = Apre([[ϕ]], [[ψ]]).

Note that the lemma holds only for alternating MDPs: in-
deed, we will show that, on non-alternating MDPs, the op-
eratorApre is not translatable into ATL.

Using these lemmas, we can show that on finite AMDPs,
we have≈1,1p ⊆ ≈>0. This result is tight: we cannot relax
the assumption that the MDP is finite, nor the assumption
that it is alternating.

Theorem 4 The following assertions hold:

1. On finite AMDPs, we have≈1,1p ⊆ ≈>0.

2. There is a finite MDP on which≈1,1p 6⊆ ≈>0.

3. There is an infinite, but finitely-branching, AMDP on
which≈1,1p 6⊆ ≈>0.

Proof. Part 1. We prove that on a finite, alternating MDP,
the counterpositive holds: ifs 6≈>0 t, thens 6≈1,1p t. Let
s andt be two states such thats 6≈>0 t. Then, there must
be a formulaϕ in QRCTL>0 that distinguishess from t.
From this formula, we derive a formulaf(ϕ) in ATL that
distinguishess from t.

We proceed by structural induction onϕ, starting from
the inner part of the formula and replacing successive parts
that are in the scope of a path quantifier by their ATL ver-
sion. The cases whereϕ is an atomic proposition, or a
boolean combination of formulas are trivial. Using (1),
we reduce QRCTL>0-formulas that involve a∀ operator to
formulas that only involve the∃ operator. Lemma 1 pro-
vides translations for all such formulas, except those of
type∃1 (ϕUψ). For instance, (10) leads tof(∃>0ϕUψ) =
〈〈1, p〉〉f(ϕ)Uf(ψ). In order to translate a formula of the
form γ = ∃1 (ϕUψ), we translate the evaluation of the
nestedµ-calculus formula (8) into the evaluation of a nested
ATL formula, as follows. Define the set of formulas{αi,j |
0 ≤ i, j ≤ n}, wheren = |S| is the number of states of the
AMDP, via the following clauses:

∀i ∈ [0..n] : αi,0 = ff

∀j ∈ [1..n] : α0,j = tt

∀i ∈ [1..n] . ∀j ∈ [0..n− 1] :

αi,j+1 = f(ψ) ∨
(

f(ϕ)∧FApre(αi−1,n, αi,j)
)

.

From Lemma 3, the above set of formulas encodes the iter-
ative evaluation of the nested fixpoint (8), so that we have
[[αn,n]] = [[γ]], and we can definef(γ) = αn,n. This con-
cludes the translation.

Part 2. Consider the MDP shown in Figure 3. The statess
andt are such that(s, t) ∈≈1,1p. However,s |= ∃1 (3q)
(consider the strategy that plays alwaysa), whereast 6|=
∃1 (3q).
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Figure 3. Statess andt cannot be distinguished by
ATL, but are distinguished by∃1

3q.

q qqq

qqq q

1 − x1 1 − x2
1 − x3

t

s
y1 y2 y3

1 − y1 1 − y2 1 − y3

x1 x2 x3

Figure 4. An infinite Markov chain on which≈1,1p

6⊆ ≈>0, wherexi’s andyi’s represent the probabilities
that the corresponding edge is taken.

Part 3. Consider the infinite AMDP shown in Figure 4. All
states are probabilistic states, i.e.S1 = ∅. For all i > 0,
we setxi = 1

2 andyi = 2−
1

2i , so that
∏

i>0 xi = 0 and
∏

i>0 yi = 1
2 . It is easy to see thats ≈1,1p t. However,

s |= ∃>0(2q) andt 6|= ∃>0(2q).

The example in Figure 3 also shows that on non-
alternating MDPs, unlike on alternating ones (see
Lemma 3), theApre operator cannot be encoded in ATL.
If we were able to encodeApre in ATL, by proceeding as
in the proof of the first assertion, given two statess, t with
s 6≈>0 t, we could construct an ATL formula distinguishing
s from t.

As a corollary of Theorems 3 and 4, we have that on fi-
nite, alternating MDPs, the equivalences induced by ATL

and QRCTL coincide. Thus the discrete graph theoretic al-
gorithms to compute equivalences for ATL can be used to
compute the QRCTL equivalences for finite AMDPs.

Corollary 2 For finite AMDPs, we have≈>0 = ≈1,1p.

5 Computing QRCTL Equivalences

In this section, we take advantage of the results obtained in
Section 4 to derive algorithms to compute≈>0 and≈all for
AMDPs. We also provide an algorithm to compute those
relations on non-alternating MDPs.

a b

c

ba

r q

u

s

s′

t

(a) A non-alternating MDP.

〈s′, c〉r q

s′

s 〈s, b〉

〈s′, b〉〈s′, a〉

〈s, a〉

u t

(b) An alternating MDP.

Figure 5. MDPs illustrating how separating nonde-
terministic and probabilistic choice does not help to
compute≈>0.

5.1 Alternating MDPs

Corollary 2 immediately provides an algorithm for the com-
putation of the QRCTL equivalences on AMDPs, via the
computation of the ATL equivalences (interpreting nonde-
terminism and probability as the two players). In particular,
the partition-refinement algorithms presented in [1] can be
directly applied to the problem. This yields the following
result.

Theorem 5 The two problems of computing≈>0, and com-
puting≈all , on finite AMDPs are PTIME-complete.

Proof. The result follows from Corollary 2, and from the
PTIME-completeness of ATL model checking [1].

5.2 Non-Alternating MDPs

For the general case ofnon-alternatingMDPs, on the other
hand, the situation is not nearly as simple. First, let us dispel
the belief that, in order to compute≈>0 on a non-alternating
MDP, we can convert the MDP into an alternating one, com-
pute≈>0 via ≈1,1p (using Corollary 2) on the alternating
one, and then somehow obtain≈>0 on the original non-
alternating MDP. The following example shows that this, in
general, is not possible.

Example 1 Consider the MDP depicted in Figure 5(a),
where the set of predicates isAP = {q, r}. We have
s ≈>0 s′. Indeed, the only difference betweens and s′

is that at states′ the actionc is available: sincec is a convex
combination ofa andb, s ands′ are probabilistically bisim-
ilar in the sense of [26], and thus also related by≈>0. We
transform this MDP into an alternating one by adding, for
each states eacha ∈ Γ(s), a state〈s, a〉 which represents
the decision of choosinga ats; the result is depicted in Fig-
ure 5(b). In this AMDP, however, the state〈s′, c〉 has no
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equivalent, as it satisfies both∃>0 q and∃>0 r. There-
fore, on this AMDP we haves 6≈>0 s′, as witnessed by the
formula∃all ((∃>0 q) ∧ (∃>0 r)).

As the example illustrates, the problem is that once nonde-
terminism and probability are separated into different states,
the distinguishing power of≈>0 increases, so that comput-
ing≈1,1p on the resulting alternating MDP does not help to
compute≈>0 on the original non-alternating one.

Failure of local partition refinement. Simulation and
bisimulation relations can be computed via partition re-
finement algorithms that consider, at each step, the1-
neighbourhoodof each state: that is, the set of states reach-
able from a given state in one step [23]. We call such al-
gorithms1-neighbourhood partition refinements.Here, we
show a general result: no 1-neighbourhood partition refine-
ment algorithm exists for≈>0 on non-alternating MDPs.

We make this notion precise as follows. Consider an
MDPG = (S,A,Γ, δ, [·]), together with an equivalence re-
lation∼ onS. Intuitively, two states are 1-neighbourhood
isomorphic up to∼ if their 1-step future looks identical,
up to the equivalence∼. Formally, we say that two states
s, t ∈ S are1-neighbourhood isomorphic up to∼, written

s
1
∼ t, iff s ∼ t, and if there is a bijectionR betweenE(s)

andE(t), and a bijectionR̂ betweenΓ(s) andΓ(t), which
preserve∼ and the transition probabilities. Precisely, we
require that:

• if s′ ∈ E(s) andt′ ∈ E(t) with s′R t′, thens′ ∼ t′;

• if a ∈ Γ(s) andb ∈ Γ(t) with a R̂ b, then for alls′ ∈
E(s) andt′ ∈ E(t) with s′R t′, we haveδ(s, a)(s′) =
δ(t, b)(t′).

Let PartS be the set of equivalence relations onS. A parti-
tion refinement operatorf : PartS 7→ PartS is an operator
such that, for all∼ ∈ PartS, we havef(∼) ⊆ ∼. We say
that a partition operatorcomputesa relation≈ if we have
≈ = limn→∞ fn(∼pred), wheres ∼pred t iff [s] = [t].

We say that a partition refinement operatorf is 1-
neighbourhoodif it refines an equivalence relation∼ on
the basis of the 1-neighbourhood of the states, treating in
the same fashion states whose 1-neighbourhoods are iso-
morphic up to∼. Precisely,f is 1-neighbourhoodif, for all

∼∈ PartS and for alls, s′, t, t′ ∈ S with s
1
∼ s′, t

1
∼ t′, we

have either(s, t), (s′, t′) ∈ f(∼), or (s, t), (s′, t′) 6∈ f(∼).
We can now state the non-existence of 1-neighbourhood re-
finement operators for≈>0 as follows.

Theorem 6 There is no 1-neighbourhood partition refine-
ment operator which computes≈>0 on all MDPs.

To give an algorithm for the computation of≈>0, given

two sets of statesC1 andC2, let:

U(C1, C2) = {~ω = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 | ∃j ≥ 0 . sj ∈ C2 and

∀ 0 ≤ i < j . si ∈ C1}

EU1 (C1, C2) = {s ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ. Prσ
s (U(C1, C2)) = 1}.

Intuitively, if C1 = [[ϕ1]] andC2 = [[ϕ2]] for two QRCTL

formulasϕ1 andϕ2, thenEU1 (C1, C2) is [[∃1 (ϕ1 U ϕ2)]].
We say that an equivalence relation≃ is 1, p, EU -stableif,
for all unionsC1, C2 of equivalence classes with respect to
≃, and for alls, t ∈ S with s ≃ t, we have:

1. s ∈ Pre(C1) iff t ∈ Pre(C1);

2. s ∈ Cpre(C1) iff t ∈ Cpre(C1);

3. s ∈ EU1 (C1, C2) iff t ∈ EU1 (C1, C2).

Let ≈EU
1,1p be the coarsest equivalence relation that is

1, p, EU -stable. We show that≈EU
1,1p coincides with≈>0.

Theorem 7 For all finite MDPs, we have≈EU
1,1p = ≈>0.

The following theorem provides an upper bound for the
complexity of computing≈>0 on MDPs. The PTIME-
completeness of ordinary simulation [3] provides a lower
bound, but no tight lower bound is known.

Theorem 8 The problem of deciding whethers ≈>0 t for
two statess andt of an MDP is in co-NP.

6 The Roles of Until, Wait-For and Linear
Time Nesting

In this section we study the roles of the until and the wait-
for operator, and the relationship between the equivalences
induced by QRCTL and QRCTL∗.

It is well known that in the standard branching logics
CTL and CTL*, as well as in ATL, the next-time operator

is the only temporal operator needed for characterizing
bisimulation. For QRCTL, this is not the case: the opera-
tors U andW can increase the distinguishing power of the
logics, as the following theorem indicates.

Theorem 9 The following assertions hold:

1. For all MDPs, we have≈>0, = ≈1,1p.

2. For all MDPs, we have≈>0 ⊆ ≈>0,©.

3. For finite AMDPs, we have≈>0,© = ≈>0.

4. There is a finitely-branching, infinite AMDP on which
≈>0,© 6⊆ ≈>0.

5. There is a finite, (non-alternating) MDP on which
≈>0,© 6⊆ ≈>0.
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The logics CTL and CTL* induce the same equivalence,
namely, bisimulation. Similarly, ATL and ATL* both in-
duce alternating bisimulation. We show here that QRCTL

and QRCTL∗ induce the same equivalences on finite, al-
ternating MDPs, but we show that for infinite, or non-
alternating, MDPs, QRCTL∗ induces finer relations than
QRCTL. These results are summarized by the following the-
orem.

Theorem 10 The following assertions hold:

1. For all MDPs, we have≈>0
∗ ⊆ ≈>0.

2. For all finite AMDPs, we have≈>0
∗ = ≈>0.

3. There is an infinite AMDP on which≈>0 6⊆ ≈>0
∗ .

4. There is a finite MDP on which≈>0 6⊆ ≈>0
∗ .

We do not provide an algorithm for computing≈>0
∗ on

non-alternating MDPs. One of the common uses of equiv-
alences is to reduce a system before applying other verifi-
cation or analysis techniques. As the complexity of com-
puting≈>0 on non-alternating MDPs is already high (see
Theorem 8), reducing a system with respect to≈>0

∗ would
most likely not be useful in practice.
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Appendix

A Proof of Theorem 2

Proof of Theorem 2.We first consider the computation of
Pre(X), Cpre(X), andApre(Y,X) for X,Y ⊆ S. To de-
cide whethers ∈ Pre(X) we check if there existsa ∈ Γ(s)
such thatDest(s, a) ∩X 6= ∅. Similarly, to decide whether
s ∈ Cpre(X) (resp.Apre(Y,X)) we check if there exists
a ∈ Γ(s) such thatDest(s, a) ⊆ X (resp.Dest(s, a) ⊆ Y
andDest(s, a) ∩ X 6= ∅). It follows that given setsX and
Y , and the setsPre(X), Cpre(X), andApre(Y,X) can
be computed in timeO(

∑

s∈S

∑

a∈A |Dest(s, a)|). Given
a formulaΦ in QRCTL, with all its sub-formulas are eval-
uated, it follows from Theorem 1 that the computation of
[[Φ]] can be obtained by computing aµ-calculus formula of
constant length with atmost one quantifier alternation ofµ
andν. Using the monotonicity property ofPre,Cpre and
Apre, and the computation ofPre,Cpre andApre, it fol-
lows that each inner iteration of theµ-calculus formula can
be computed in timeO(

∑

s∈S

∑

a∈A |Dest(s, a)|). Since
the outer iteration of theµ-calculus formula converges in
|S| iterations, it follows that the[[Φ]] can be computed in
timeO(S ·

∑

s∈S

∑

a∈A |Dest(s, a)|). By a bottom up al-
gorithm that evaluates sub-formulas of a formula first, we
obtain the desired bound of the algorithm.

B Proof of Theorem 6

q

r

s4s3s2s1

Figure 6. MDP showing the lack of 1-
neighbourhood refinement operators.

Proof of Theorem 6.Consider the statess1, s2, s3, s4 of the
MDP depicted in Figure 6, and take∼ = ∼pred. Let f be
any 1-neighbourhood partition refinement operator. From

s1 ∼ s2 ∼ s3 ∼ s4, we can see thats2
1
∼ s3

1
∼ s4. Hence,

considering the pairs(s1, s2), (s1, s3), and(s1, s4) in the
definition of 1-neighbourhood partition refinement opera-
tor, we have thatf must compute a relation∼′ = f(∼)
satisfying one of the following two cases:
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1. s1 6∼′ s2 ands1 6∼′ s3 ands1 6∼′ s4,

2. s1 ∼′ s2 ands1 ∼′ s3 ands1 ∼′ s4.

In the first case, the partition refinement terminates with a
relation∼′′ such thats1 6∼′′ s2. This is incorrect, since we
can prove by induction on the length of QRCTL>0 formu-
las that no such formula distinguishess1 from s2, so that
s1 ≈>0 s2. In the second case, the partition refinement
terminates with a relation∼′′ such thats1 ∼′′ s3. This
is also incorrect, since the formula∃1

3r is a witness to
s1 6≈>0 s3. We conclude that a 1-neighbourhood partition
refinement operator cannot compute≈>0.

C Proof of Theorem 7

Proof of Theorem 7.We prove containment in the two di-
rections.

≈EU
1,1p ⊆ ≈>0. This statement is equivalent to saying that

for all formulasϕ in QRCTL>0, [[ϕ]] is the union of classes
in S/ ≈EU

1,1p. Let s andt be two states such thats 6≈>0 t,
and letϕ be a formula from QRCTL>0 such thats |= ϕ and
t 6|= ϕ. We show by structural induction onϕ thats 6≈EU

1,1p t.
The cases whereϕ is a proposition, or the boolean com-
bination of formulas are trivial. All other cases follow as
in the proof of the first part of Theorem 4, except for the
caseϕ = ∃1 (ϕ1 Uϕ2). For ϕ = ∃1 (ϕ1 Uϕ2), we have
s ∈ EU1 ([[ϕ1]], [[ϕ2]]), while t 6∈ EU1 ([[ϕ1]], [[ϕ2]]). By in-
ductive hypothesis, we can assume that[[ϕ1]] and [[ϕ2]] are
unions of classes inS/≈EU

1,1p. So,(s, t) 6∈≈EU
1,1p.

≈>0 ⊆ ≈EU
1,1p. The proof follows the same idea of the proof

of the first part of Theorem 3. The only modification needed
is in the inductive definition of the set of formulas: we take
hereΨk+1 = BoolC(Ψk ∪ {∃>0 ψ, ∃all ψ, ∃1ψ Uψ′ |
ψ, ψ′ ∈ Ψk}).

D Proof of Theorem 8

Proof of Theorem 8.We show that the problem of decid-
ing s 6≈>0 t is in NP. To this end, we have to show that
there is a certificate fors 6≈>0 t that has polynomial
size, and is polynomially checkable. Consider the usual
partition-refinement method for computing≈1,1p [23, 2].
The method starts with an equivalence relation≃ that re-
flects propositional equivalence. There are at mostm = |S|
partition refinements. At each partition refinement, some
state-pairs are removed from≃. A certificate for the re-
moval of a pair from≃ is simply aCpre or Pre or EU1

operator, along with a union of equivalence classes; it is
thus of size polynomial inm. Since at mostm2 pairs can
be removed from≃, the total size of these state-pair removal
certificates is polynomial inm. This yields a polynomial-
size and polynomially-checkable certificate fors 6≈>0 t.

E Proof of Theorem 9

Proof of Theorem 9. Part 1.The inclusion≈>0,© ⊆ ≈1,1p

follows from the fact that formulas used in the first part
of the proof of Theorem 3 make use only of thetem-
poral operator, and from≈1,1p = ≈1,1p. To prove the in-
clusion≈1,1p ⊆ ≈>0,©, consider two statess, t ∈ S such
thats 6≈>0,© t. Then, there is a QRCTL>0 formulaϕ that
distinguishes them. From this formula we derive an ATL

formulaf(ϕ) that also distinguishes them. We proceed by
structural induction. The result is obvious for boolean oper-
ators and atomic propositions. The casesϕ = ∃1 ϕ1 and
ϕ = ∃>0 ϕ1 are an easy consequence of Lemma 1.

Part 2. Immediate, as the set of QRCTL>0 formulas without
U andW is a subset of the set of all QRCTL>0 formulas.

Part 3. The result is derived as follows:≈>0,© ⊆ ≈1,1p

= ≈1 = ≈>0. The inclusion≈>0,© ⊆≈1,1p is a conse-
quence of Part 1. The equality≈1,1p = ≈1 follows from
Corollary 1. The equality≈1 = ≈>0 follows by combining
Theorems 3 and 4.

Part 4. The result follows by considering again the infinite
AMDP of Figure 4. Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4,
it holds(s, t) ∈ ≈>0,©, but(s, t) 6∈ ≈>0: indeed, note that
s |= ∃>0(2q) andt 6|= ∃>0(2q).

Part 5. The result is a consequence of Theorem 4, Part 2,
and of the present theorem, Part 1: the same MDP used to
show≈1,1p 6⊆ ≈>0, depicted in Figure 3, also shows≈>0,©

6⊆ ≈>0.

F Proof of Theorem 10

Before presenting the proof of this result, it is useful to re-
call some facts about Rabin automata, Markov decision pro-
cesses, and probabilistic verification.

Rabin automata and temporal logic.An infinite-word au-
tomaton overAP is a tupleA = (L,Linit , p·q,∆), whereL
is a finite set of locations,Linit ⊆ L is the set of initial loca-
tions,p·q : L 7→ 2AP is a labeling function that associates
with each locationl ∈ L the setplq ⊆ AP of predicates
that are true atl, and∆ : L 7→ 2L is the transition re-
lation. The automatonA is deterministic if the following
conditions hold:

• for all η ⊆ AP , there is a uniquel ∈ Linit with plq =
η;

• for all l ∈ L and allη ⊆ AP , there isl′ ∈ ∆(l) with
pl′q = η;

• for all l, l′, l′′ ∈ L, we have thatl′, l′′ ∈ ∆(l) and
l′ 6= l′′ impliespl′q 6= pl′′q.
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The set of paths ofA is Paths(A) = {l0, l1, l2, . . . | l0 ∈
Linit ∧ ∀k ≥ 0 . lk+1 ∈ ∆(lk)}.

A Rabin acceptance conditionover a setL is a set of
pairsF = {(P1, R1), (P2, R2), . . . , (Pm, Rm)} where, for
1 ≤ i ≤ m, we havePi, Ri ⊆ L. The acceptance
condition F defines a set of paths overL. For a path
τ = s0, s1, s2, . . . ∈ Lω, we defineInf(τ) to be the set
of locations that occur infinitely often alongτ . We de-
fine Paths(F ) = {τ ∈ Lω | ∃i ∈ [1..m] . (Inf(τ) ⊆
Pi ∧ Inf(τ) ∩ Ri 6= ∅)}. A Rabin automaton(A,F ) is an
infinite-word automatonA with set of locationsL, together
with a Rabin acceptance conditionF on L; we associate
with it the set of pathsPaths(A,F ) = Paths(A)∩Paths(F ).

Given a set of predicatesAP , a trace ρ ∈ (2AP )ω

overAP is an infinite sequences of interpretations ofAP ;
we indicate withTraces(AP) = (2AP )ω the set of all
traces overAP . A Rabin automaton(A,F ) with A =
(L,Linit , p·q,∆) induces the set of tracesTraces(AP) =
{pl0q, pl1q, pl2q, . . . | l0, l1, l2, . . . ∈ Paths(A,F )}. An
LTL formulaϕ over the set of propositionsAP induces the
set of tracesPaths(AP) ⊆ Traces(AP), defined as usual
(see, e.g., [22]. From [29] it is known that for an LTL for-
mulaϕ we can construct a deterministic Rabin automaton
(A,F ) such thatTraces(A,F ) = Traces(ϕ).

We can now proceed to prove Theorem 10.

Proof of Theorem 10.The first assertion is obvious. For the
other assertions, we proceed as follows.

Assertion 2. Consider a finite, alternating MDPG =
(S,A,Γ, δ, [·]). Since QRCTL is a fragment of QRCTL∗, it
follows that≈>0

∗ ⊆ ≈>0. To prove≈>0 (G) ⊆≈>0
∗ (G)

we will show that if there exists a QRCTL∗ formula that dis-
tinguishes two statess andt, then there also exists a QRCTL

formula that distinguishess andt. We focus on formulas
of the type∃>0ϕ and ∃1ϕ, whereϕ is an LTL formula.
The generalization to the complete logic follows by struc-
tural induction and duality. Thus, assume that there are two
statess∗, t∗ ∈ S andα ∈ {1 , > 0} such thats∗ |= ∃αϕ and
t∗ 6|= ∃αϕ. Let (A,F ) be a deterministic Rabin automaton
such thatTraces(A,F ) = Traces(ϕ), and assume thatA =
(L,Linit , p·q,∆) andF = {(P1, R1), . . . , (Pm, Rm)}. Let
G′ = G × A = (S′,A,Γ′, δ′, [·]′) be the MDP resulting
from forming the usual synchronous product ofG andA.
In detail, we have:

• S′ = {(s, l) ∈ S × L | [s] = plq};

• Γ′(s, l) = Γ(s) for all (s, l) ∈ S′;

• for all (s1, l1), (s2, l2) ∈ S′ and a ∈ A, we have
δ′((s1, l1), a)(s2, l2) = δ(s1, a)(s2) if l2 ∈ ∆(l1), and
δ′((s1, l1), a)(s2, l2) = 0 otherwise;

• [(s, l)] = plq, for all (s, l) ∈ S′.

Let F ′ be the Rabin accepting condition ofG′, defined by
F ′ = {(P ′

1, R
′
1), . . . , (P

′
m, R

′
m)}, where eachP ′

i , R
′
i ⊆ S′

is defined as follows:P ′
i = {(s, l) | l ∈ Pi} andR′

i =
{(s, l) | l ∈ Ri}. For everys ∈ S, denote withlinit(s)
the uniquel ∈ Linit such that[s] = plq. Using the re-
sults of [12, 14, 9] on the model-checking of MDPs with
respect to probabilistic temporal-logic properties, we can
constructµ-calculus formulas to distinguish(s∗, linit(s

∗))
and(t∗, linit(t

∗)). Define, first of all, the following abbrevi-
ations:

ψ̂all =

m
⋃

i=1

νY. µX.
[

P ′
i ∩

(

Cpre(X) ∪ (R′
i ∩ Cpre(Y ))

)

]

ψ̂1 =

m
⋃

i=1

νY .µX.
[

P ′
i ∩

(

Apre(Y,X) ∪ (R′
i ∩ Cpre(Y ))

)

]

ψ̂some =

m
⋃

i=1

νY. µX.
[

P ′
i ∩

(

Pre(X) ∪ (R′
i ∩ Pre(Y ))

)

]

.

On the basis of the above formulas, define:

ψall = µW .
(

ψ̂all ∪ Cpre(W )
)

ψ1 = νZ . µW .
(

Apre(Z,W ) ∪ ψ̂1
)

ψ>0 = µW .
(

ψ̂1 ∪ Pre(W )
)

ψsome = µW .
(

ψ̂some ∪ Pre(W )
)

.

Forα ∈ {all , 1 , > 0, some} ands ∈ S, we have:

(s, linit(s)) ∈ [[ψα]]G′ iff s |= ∃αϕ

so that, in particular, (s∗, linit(s
∗)) ∈ [[ψα]]G′ and

(t∗, linit(t
∗)) 6∈ [[ψα]]G′ . Hence, the formulaψα is a µ-

calculus witness, onG′, of the distinction betweens∗ and
t∗. We now show how to transformψα, first into a µ-
calculus formula to be evaluated onG, and then into a
QRCTL formula to be evaluated onG. this will show that
s∗ 6≈>0 t∗, as required.

To obtain aµ-calculus formula onG, from ψα we con-
struct aµ-calculus formulaγα with the following property:
for all s ∈ S, we haves ∈ [[γα]]G iff (s, linit(s)) ∈ [[ψα]]G′ .
The idea, taken from [15], is as follows.

First,ψα can be rewritten inequational form[7], as a se-
quence of blocksB′

1, . . . , B
′
k, whereB′

1 is the innermost
block andB′

k the outermost block. Each blockB′
j , for

1 ≤ j ≤ k, has the formvj = λej , whereλ ∈ {µ, ν},
and whereej is an expression not containingµ, ν, in which
all the occurrences of the variablesv1, . . . , vk have positive
polarity [7]; the output variable isvk.

From this formula, we obtain another formulaγα, also in
equational form, with sets of variables{vl

i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k∧ l ∈
L} ∪ {vk+1}. Formulaγα simulates onG the evaluation of
ψα onG′: for each variablevi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, formula
γα contains the set of variables{vl

i | l ∈ L}, where the
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value of vi at locationl ∈ L is encoded as the value of
vl

i at s. The formulaψ consists of the blocksB1, . . . , Bk,
plus an additional blockBk+1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the block
Bi contains the equations for the variables{vl

i | l ∈ L}.
The equation forvl

i is obtained from the equation forvi as
follows:

• replace each variablevi on the left-hand side with the
variablevl

i;

• replacePj (resp.Rj), for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, with S if l ∈ Pj

(resp.l ∈ Rj), and with∅ if l 6∈ Pj (resp.l 6∈ Rj);

• replaceCpre(vh), for variable1 ≤ h ≤ k, with
Cpre(

⋃

l′∈∆(l) v
l′

h );

• intersect the right-hand side with
⋂

q∈plq q ∩
⋂

q∈AP\plq ¬q.

The blockBk+1 consists of only one equationvk+1 =
⋃

l∈Linit
vl

k, and can be either aµ or aν-block. The output
variable isvk+1.

The result of the above transformation is aµ-calculus
formulaγα onG containing only the operatorsCpre and
Apre. By (2) and Lemma 3, both operators can be encoded
in QRCTL. Then, proceeding as in the first part of the proof
of Theorem 4, we can “unroll” the computation of the fix-
points of theµ-calculus formulas, since we know that each
fixpoint converges in at most|S| iterations. The result of
these two transformations is a QRCTL formulaλα, such that
s∗ |= λα andt∗ 6|= λα, as required.

Assertion 3.Consider the Markov chainG with state space
S = ({1} × N) ∪ ({2} × N) ∪ {0}. Forn ≥ 0, we have:

δ(〈1, n〉)(〈1, n+ 1〉) = exp(−1/2n)

δ(〈1, n〉)(0) = 1 − exp(−1/2n)

δ(〈2, n〉)(〈2, n+ 1〉) = δ(〈2, n〉)(0) = 1/2.

We takeAP = {q}, and we ask that the predicateq be true
at all states of the form〈1, 2n〉 and〈2, 2n〉, for all n ≥ 0.
Then, by induction on the structure of a QRCTL formula, it
is not hard to see that〈1, 0〉 ≈>0 〈2, 0〉. On the other hand,
we have〈1, 0〉 |= ∃>0

23q and〈2, 0〉 6|= ∃>0
23q.

Assertion 4.Consider the MDP depicted in Figure 7. By
induction on the structure of a QRCTL formula, it is not
hard to see thats ≈>0 s′. On the other hand, forϕ =
∃1 (3q ∧ 2∃>0 q) we haves |= ϕ, s′ 6|= ϕ.

s tu
q

s′ t′u′

q

Figure 7. An MDP wheres ≈>0 s′ ands 6≈>0
∗ s′.
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